
Family Feud for the Seder Table
Plus extra questions for further Pesach fun



• This Pesach Seder game is based on the popular gameshow Family Feud/Fortunes. The seder is all about asking questions 
so this fun activity promotes this essential theme. There are extra questions for post seder Pesach fun.

• Over 100 children/teens from Bet Shemesh, Ramat Bet Shemesh and Modi’in diligently completed the survey that created 
the content of this game, often providing amusing answers. My thanks goes to them for helping me entertain my kids at 
the seder table. I included some cute additional random answers in blue taken from the excess surveys (which were not 
included due to the overwhelming response).

• I’ve added instructions on how to play the simplified seder version at the end of this document.  If you like you can cut out 
the question/answer to make question cards.

• This game is yours for free. I would like as many parents and children benefitting from it as possible.  In fact the main thing 
I ask of you is that you share the link to this game on whatsapp groups, facebook groups, community email lists and any 
other means of digital distribution so that people can click the link to download it. If you can share it to US, UK and other
Anglo communities please please do. Maybe post the following…….

“Free Family Feud game for the Pesach Seder Table, click this link to download www.bit.ly/FamilyFeudSeder “

• If you are feeling extra generous and want to show further appreciation, I’m suggesting you donate $1 to $5 to my Bet 
Shemesh community’s local tzedakah fund https://kerentzedakah.wordpress.com (pounds if you are in the UK)

• The absolutely simplest way to do this is to send an Amazon egift card to oymbmtlkerentzedaka@gmail.com . At the end
of this document I’ve provided screenshots on how to do this, it is really easy and takes 3 minutes.  Amazon.com or 
amazon.co.uk  .  There is no obligation to do this.

Chag Pesach kasher vesame’ach

Daniel Citron

http://www.bit.ly/FamilyFeudSeder
https://kerentzedakah.wordpress.com/
mailto:oymbmtlkerentzedaka@gmail.com
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Seder



baby tiger, Cockroach, Rock, Shark

Crystal ball

Get extra attention
Isolation for a pandemic

My mommy Buy a tesla



anywhere
Bugs Cartwheel

Release dopamine



Get stepped on

Everything, Anything in Saks fifth avenue, 
Chametz, Siblings, the safe

Daddy, teleport, Mommy

bug crawling on face, Hunger. Nightmare, 
Nothing, Opening the curtains



Sunset, Trash

Give my parents a hard time, maariv, Take 
off your glasses, Set the alarm, Read book



How to Play Family Feud (adapted/simplified for Seder Table)

Choose one person to be the "host." The host is the only player who can see the questions and 
answers.

Split the rest of the players into 2 teams. (maybe Mummy or Daddy versus the kids) For each 
question, one team tries to answer all the questions and one team tries to steal. Teams take it 
in turns as to whether they answer the question first or steal.

Players from the starting team guess answers one at a time (one person at a time in order). 
Whenever a given answer overlaps with a previous answer, the host will tell the player to guess 
again. If an answer is too vague, the host will tell the player to be more specific. An incorrect 
answer earns the team a strike. If a team guesses all the answers before earning 3 strikes they 
win the round. (Sometimes the answers aren’t refined to perfection! Some do overlap or 
should fall into natural groupings, my apologies if this causes frustration!)

After 3 strikes, the other team has one chance to guess a remaining answer. If they guess 
correctly, they get to steal the round otherwise the starting team wins the round.
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Instructions if you want to make a totally optional micro donation to the tzedakah fund……
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